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Abstract: The present paper is an attempt to trace the Socio-economic, Cultural and architectural moorings that 

shaped the Haryana of 600 AD to 1200 AD. The paper investigate into the various dimensions of socio-economic 

life of the peoples, belief and  institutions of that time, the focus of the present paper is  to comprehend the 

different aspects of the historiography of that time. The paper deliberates upon different dimensions of socio-
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Introduction 

Haryana customarily is known as the seat of eminent saints and could be found as sub-part or sub-region in Indian 

historical writings, epic tales like Mahabharata. The earliest reference to Haryana occurs in Chahamana 

Inscription describing Arnoraja as carrying arms into Haritanaka that is Haryana; .The  territorial designation  

Hariala  mentioned  in  the  Skandapurana  also  stands  for  the  same region. Geographically, Haryana is bounded 

by the Shiwalik Hills in the North, the Aravali Hills in the South, Yamuna River in the East and the Thar-desert 

in the West. Haryana was home to settlements of Bronze-age Harappan civilization and chalcolithic cultures with 

agricultural economies from third to first millenium BC. Excavations  of  various  archeological  sites  in  Haryana,  

like  Naurangabad  and Mitathal  in  Bhiwani,  Kunal  in  Fatehabad,  Agroha  and  Rakhigarhi  in  Hisar,  Sites  

in Rukhi  (Rohtak)  and  Banawali  in  Sirsa  have  evidence  of  pre-Harappan  and Harappan  culture. B.B.  Lal  

was  the  first  to  bring  to  light  archaeological  evidence  for  the  pre-Buddha history  of  the  region with  his  

discovery  of  the  Painted  Grey  Ware  at  Kurukshetra,   Prithudaka  (Pehowa), Tilprastha  (Tilput),  Panprastha  
(Panipat)  and  Sonprastha  (Sonipat). 

However, the economic development traces from mid-first millennium BC witnessed the appearance of Sanskrit-

speaking Aryans, together with horse-drawn chariots and iron weaponry. With their superior technology the 

immigrant Aryans had some advantage over the indigenous people of Haryana. The Aryans seem to have 

entrenched themselves in the region for quite some time, but did not develop an urban culture; during the later 

Vedic period (c. 1000–600 BC), associated with the composition of post- Rigvedic literature. The description of 

cattle in the Suttanipata, an early Pali text, as annada (giver of food), vannada (giver of beauty) and sukhada (giver 

of happiness) demonstrates the importance of cattle and farming in a situation dominated by peasant units of 

production. The changed economic conditions in the Age of the Buddha are reflected in the early references to 

crops and cereals likes barley, wheat, rice, sesamum, mustard, lentils, sugarcane, banana and mangoes in Sanskrit 

and Pali literatures. 
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Before  the  Mahabharat  war,  a  battle  of  ten  kings  took  place  in  the  Kurukshetra region  in  the  Saraswati  

valley.  But  it  was  the  Mahabharat  War,  approximately  in 900  BC,  which  gave  the  region  worldwide  

fame. In the Arthashastra the section dealing with the settlement of villages brings out the importance of rural 

settlements and agriculture as the basis of the revenue of the state. In newly settled areas peasants were allowed 

tax remissions and state help in terms of the supply of seeds, money and cattle. Royal control of non-agricultural 

production, including mining and metallurgy, and trade is envisaged in the text with a view to maximizing 

revenue. During its old days, Haryana was popularly known as Hariyana and even termed as "The Gateway of 

North India" and witnessed many decisive wars and invades from Huns,  Turks  and  the Afghans  . All clans and 

intruders that entered India needed to tread the place that is known for Haryana to achieve the inside parts and 

different areas that were involved or occupied were politically caught by the trespassers. After  Harsha  death,  the  

kingdom  of  his  clansmen,  the  Pratiharas  ruled  over  a vast  region  for  quite  a  while  from  Harsha's  adopted  

capital  of  Kannauj. Prithviraj  Chauhan  established  forts  in  Haryana  at  Taraori  and  Hansi  in  the  12th 

century.  But  Muhammad  Ghori  has  conquered  these  areas  in  the  Second  Battle of  Tarain(  1192)  after  

defeating  him. 

After the death of Harsha, the region witness accent of Muslim rule, characterized by rise of regional states 

and growth of feudalism. Though several scholars – H Mukhiya, who suggested establishment of a Marxist 

framework and counter the believed notion of feudalism in early medieval India in comparison to western 

Eurpope. This is considered as the Classical age of Feudalism in India, where in the whole political structure was 

regarded on the land grants, so that both secular and religious beneficiaries developed interests in preserving 

feudalism principles. This period is perceived for decline of long-distance and maritime trade, urban decay, dearth 

of metallic money, fragmentation of authority ( related to the phenomenon of land grants), the relative shifts in 
the fortunes of the vaishyas and shudras, localisation of crafts, loss of mobility of artisans, traders and peasants 

and the emergence of closed, self-sufficient economic units 

After demise of Maratha rule, Delhi Sultanate was established in the region. The  reference  to  'Hariana'  

occurs  in  a  Sanskrit  inscription  dated  1328  AD kept  in  Delhi  Museum,  which  refers  to  this  region  as  

The  heaven  on  earth, indicating  that  it  was  fertile  and  relatively  peaceful  at  that  time. Palam  Baoli  

Inscription  of  the  time  of  Balban  (A.D.  1280)  provides its variant name as Hariyanaka. Firoz  Shah  Tughlaq  

established  a  fort  at  Hisar  in  1354  to  further  fortify  the region,  and  also  constructed  canals  or  rajwahas  

as  they  were  referred  to  in  the Indo-Persian  history to boos the economic prosperity in the region. It is during 

this period that urbanization gained momentum. Though agriculture formed the occupation for masses, silk and 

cotton industry flourished. The period also saw rise in paper making industry in the region. Craft production was 

organized in villages as well as qasbas. These karkhanas were part of the royal establishment. The region churned 

trade links with contemporary central Asia, China, and South-east Asia and found itself as the center various trade 

routes and glorified as one of the major trade centers in the region. 

Objectives 

● To look into the socio-economic and cultural History of Haryana 

● To trace the different dynasties and socio-cultural life during their reign 

● To understand the peculiar socio-economic and architectural development during 600 AD to 1200 AD 

Discussion and Results 

As per Arthashastra, during the Mauryan & Aryan rule the section dealing with the settlement of villages 

brings out the importance of rural settlements and agriculture as the basis of the revenue in the state. The citation 

of caste based settlements and disparity of growth rates among various classes were recorded. The text preferred 

the habitation of shudras in new agrarian settlements, largely because they were capable of hard work and 

amenable to exploitation. In newly settled areas peasants were allowed tax remissions and state help in terms of 

the supply of seeds, money and cattle. These were intended to bring virgin land under cultivation and extend the 

orbit of revenue collection for the state. The relationship between mines and metals, the treasury and the 

consolidation and expansion of state power is clearly brought out in the Arthashastra. The Milinda-panho and 

Manusmriti, dating to the post-Mauryancenturies, suggests unclear land ownership and suggested the land 

occupants to bear the title. Post-Mauryan texts provide information about a large number of occupations and 
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workers, with implications for craft production, specialisation and trade. Coins in gold, silver, copper and even 

lead and pot in issued by several dynasties andgana-samghas during this period bear testimony to the extent and 

depth of monetization of society. With the coming of the Guptas Rule and beyond land grant inscriptions become 

the major source of information for the writing of economic history. In administration the Guptas borrowed 

various features from their predecessors. King was the central figure of the administrative system assisted by 

priests and Provincial Prince/Governors. The revenue generated from agriculture was the main source of income 

for state. For collecting this revenue, a large section of officials  was  appointed.   In ancient history, the glimpses 

of guild systems are seen in Jatakas Tales. Guilds refer to organizations of artisans, and traders, which have high 

place in the society. Gupta had a still a flourishing Roman Trade. Sind was among the major bulk trade centers in 

the region.   

The land system  was becoming more complex. Grants of land were being made to  religious and  ritual  

specialists or  to  officers.  The textual  records of earlier period (like  Arthashastra) talk  only  about tax-paying  

cultivators (karada) and the ruler, but  the  textual  records of Gupta  period talk about three  tiers,  mahipati (the 

king),  svami  (landowner)  and  karshaka  (cultivator)  which  indicates  that landed  intermediaries were starting  

to emerge  in  this period. By  the  end of  Gupta period donees  were not  only  gifted with  rights over land  but  

also  with  some important administrative  and judicial  rights. Not  only  the  practice of  gifting  land was  

becoming  common but  also remuneration was  received in  the form  of land by  officials  of different  categories.  

Thus,  instances of a  class  of people  who owned  land  but did not  cultivate it increased.  People who had  

superior rights over  land  increased. Brahmanas  by  virtue of  being  the highest  varna and  as  part of  the  

majority  of  landed  beneficiaries,  became powerful.  The  other  village landholders who  also  occupied an  

important  place in rural  society  were  the Gramikas,  Kutumbins  and  Mahattaras. 

After Guptas in the Eighth Century AD, Studying Early India: Archaeology, Texts and Historical Issues, 

Permanent Black,Gurjara – Prastiharan entered Gangetic Plains, leading way for socio-economic restructuring in 

Northern India. The Gujara and Prastiharan Kings sheltered number of feudatories, who assisted their masters in 

revenue collections. For their services, feudatories were awarded the Rajjapatti (Royal fillet or Tiara) from their 

sovereigns. Their relations with the King were though close but was of subordinate. Feudalism progressed at 2 

levels : Firstly in  a way that more and more land was distributed by the Kings to their vassals who not only 

empower rights on greater share of kingdom land but also has larger inhabitants dependent upon them. Secondly, 

within the village officials, the headmen – known as Grampati , Gramvikas Mahatrra (Ibid, IX P5) frequently 

gained greater powers among the village habitants. The same is iterated in excerpts from Huen-Tsang and Pane,T 

Walter I and HQ (ed Nirnavasagara).  

During Eleventh Century AD, the number of such grants rose dramtically; various classes of people like 

Goldsmith, coppersmith, blacksmith, carpenters, basket-makers, barbers, shoemakers, and servents etc  were also 

provided with similar grants in lieu of their services. The grants were made by the approval of Nagbahata but has 

fallen into destitute due to incapacity of the local legal officer in the reign of Ramabhadra. These grants saw 

greater extent during the reign of Mahendrapal, son of King Bhoja, wherein entire village with all its inherent 

income was granted to Brahamans in the district - Chapra Bhukti. The decline in trade, political instability, 

weakening central authority in conjunction with the land grants lead to the increase in power of local chiefs and 

vassals.  

The Second Phase, Presidential Address,Gaenealogy of a Tomara king who ruled Haryana region  as 

feudatory of Paratiharas appeared in the Pehowa Parsasty of Mahendrapela. It begins with Raja Jaula who obtained 

prosperity by vouching the concerned affairs of the King. Followed by Vijarata who was probably Pratihara Raja 

Bhoja’s finest Chief. His successor was Jajjuka followed by his son, Bhunatha Bogge and his two step brothers – 

Puranaraja and Devaraja, Mahendrapala’s  feudatories. A Persian inscription mentions Isjandiar as governor of 

Hansi, Epigraphis Indo-Moslemica , 1911-12 and Farishte as Governor of Sonepat, while Jatavan, a local Jat chief 

as a ruler of Bagara Tract. Bagara refers to the southern and western part of Haryana which present include Sirsa, 

Fotehabad, Hissar and Bhijwari, Imperial gazette of India, Vol XIII. Further, Prithvirajvijaya has mentioned 

Nagarjuna as Gurgaon’s Ruler. Thus this feudal structure of administration appears to be progressing for some 

time even after the establishment of Muslim rule in the region.  
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Land and  associated  rights  became the center of almost all activities  in between 700-1200 AD. Early  

medieval  economy of the region, polity, society, and religion became  more  and more  linked  and depended on 

the  land and  its resources until the establishment of  the Muslim  empire,  which introduced large-scale cash 

payment.    The sovereign issued land as  a medium of exchange  for services rendered by  officials and religious 

communities  in  the time of  financial crisis. In this  way, kings tried to use the land of their  kingdoms  and fought 

each other  to acquire  more  and more.   The quantity  of  land became a  medium  of social mobility  and  status 

symbol.  We can  witness  the considerable  transformation in  the  status  of farmers  and a rise of complex  

stratification based  on land,  such  as rich peasants,  middle  peasants, poor peasants, sharecroppers,  and tenant. 

Gupta administration  made  some  efforts at restructuring  the agrarian  economy. This  is  indicated  by land  

grants  where the donees  were expected to augment agricultural potential of the region. It was  in this way  that 

cultivation of  fertile, irrigated lands  was  improved,  and settlement  of  wasteland  was encouraged.  The  initial 

land  grants  were not  in the center  but  the  areas beyond. Land grants  not merely  give  us  information about 

different  types  of lands given to different  donees but  also  provide information about land measurement.   

Before the  Gupta period, brahmanas in the social  order  was high and often related to the royal power.  The royal  

patronage  and land grants  by  individuals  and  institutions  to  brahmanas  made  them  even  more powerful in 

the post Gupta period. Not  only  individual brahmanas  but  also a group of brahmanas were encouraged  through  

land grants  to  settle  on virgin  lands.  Thus, the number  of brahmana  settlements which were called  agraharas  

or  brahmadeyas  increased. The  kings  patronised the  brahmanas  irrespective  of  the  former’s  religious 

affiliation.  This  was one of the main  reasons for the economic  prosperity  and prestige of  the  brahmanas. 

Secular  grants were  made  from  the  7th  century  onwards for secular  purposes to officials  and  royal 

kinsmen  who were  assisting  the  king  in  administration and defence.  We  find frequent  references to  awards 
to  ministers,  kinsmen, military commanders  and others between  the  10th  and  the 12th  centuries.  Officials  

enjoyed income from their land-grants  including  taxes and  levies irrespective  of the tenure  of these levies. It 

is important because  it  created  another class  of landlords other than  Brahmanas. 

Land grants to temples, Brahmans, Buddhist monasteries and other religious institutions have been linked 

with the origin of feudalism by scholars. They formed the regular mode of payment to these institutions for their 

service, but the interesting part is to note their absence im Punjab and Haryana. Only one excerpt from the Pehowa 

Parsasti of Mahendrapala, provides evidence of land grants practice in the region, wherein three villages- 

Yaksepalaka, Gejjara and Patala were assigned to the Vishnu temple.  

The paucity of grants cannot be implied to non-existence of temples in the region as large number of religious 

sculptures and temple foundations were unearthed during the excavations in the region. Perhaps these were 

destroyed during the frequent foreign invasions of the region.Being located on the Gangetic plains, naturally the 

agriculture remains the main occupation of the people of Haryana throughout the ages. The earliest reference of 

agriculture in the region were found in Mahabharta which states that Haryana is  the land of bountiful grains, and 

immense riches. Account of Expedition of Nakula in Rohtak states Rohtak was full of horses, cattle wealth, crops 

and was blessed by God Kartikaya.  

The agrarian expansion, which began with the establishment of brahmadeya (of which modern Haryana  was a 

part)and  graham settlements through land grants to Brahmanas  from the fourth century onwards acquired a 

uniform and universal form in subsequent centuries. The centuries between the eighth and twelfth witnessed the 

processes of this expansion and the culmination of an agrarian organization based on land grants to religious and 

secular beneficiaries, i.e. Brahmanas, temples and officers of the King’s government.  

The study of contemporary and near contemporary sources reveal the comprehensive list of agricultural products 

grown in the parts of Haryana to be much different from those grown in recent times. Harsacarita of Bana, V.S. 

Agarwal, 1969, The Deeds of Harsha, Varanasi describes the Srikantha Janapada’s soil most fertile and further 

described land boundaries of unbroken lines of sugarcane and heaps of crops all along. The fields were adorned 

with rice fields, and abounded with wheat growing. The author provides a vivid description of the agricultural 

practices in the region, fruit platations, pomegranate, pilosprays, coconut and date trees etc.  

Krishi-Parashara  (c.  400  BC)  gives  details  of  the  design  of  the  plow  with  Sanskrit  names  for different  

parts.  This  basic  design  has  hardly  undergone  any  change  over  centuries.  A  bamboo  stick  of  a specific  
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size  was  used  to  measure  land.  Vedic  literature  and  Krishi-Parashara  also  mention  disc  plow,  seed drill,  

blade  harrow  (bakhar),  wooden  spike  tooth  harrow,  plankers,  axe,  hoe,  sickle,  supa  for  winnowing and  a  

vessel  to  measure  grain  (udara).  Pairs  of  bullocks  used  for  plowing  in  ancient  days  varied  from one to  

eight.  Krishi-Parashara  (c.  400  BC)  and  Brhat  Samhita  give,  what  today  one  could  describe  as,  simple 

astrological  models  for  predicting  rains  in  a  particular  season.  Parashara’s  main  technique  of  forecasting 

rain  was  based  on  the  positions  of  the  Moon  and  the  Sun  in  the  sky.  In  Krishi-Parashara,  it  is  stated  

that crops  grown  without  manure  will  not  give  yield  and  a  method  of  preparing  manure  from  cowdung  

is described. In  Krishi-Parashara  (c.  400  BC),  a  description  of  a  cattle  shed  is  found. 

The emergence of hierarchical landed intermediaries. Sub-infeudation by various donees to get their land 

cultivated led to the growth of different strata of intermediaries. Another important feature was prevalence of 

forced labour. This right of forced labour is believed to have exercised by Brahamans and grantees of land. Many 

a peasants were only share croppers. 

Even foreign inscriptions mentions the bountifulness of the agricultural grown of the region. Excerpts 

from Chinese traveler – Yuan Chawang, and Whitehead,”the river sources of Punjab and Sindh”  states the region 

specifically Sirsa during 1035 AD to be very rich in Sugarcane production. Ibr Rabuta also mentions Sarochi 

(Modern Sirsa) to had large rice fields which was much demanded in Delhi. This reflects the principle of demand 

and supply in play in the region, the peasants of Haryana charging their rates in accordance to the market demands. 

The court poet of Harshavasdhava Banabhatta and the Chinese traveler, Huan Tsang, have given a graphic 

description of its variegated life and agricultural development. Wells and wheels supplied water to the crops. The 

fields were full of high heaps of harvest, rippling wheat, paddy, mung, mash and sugarcane. The People were gay 

and good natured, dutiful and hospitable and knew no disease, epidemic or premature death.. The people were 
greatly devoted to magical arts. The majority pursued trade, and few were given to farming. Harshavardhan's 

reign (606-647 A.D.) is considered a significant epoch in the agricultural history of Haryana. After his death the 

political condition of Haryana became unstable and uncertain. The people like Hunas and Turks started hovering 

over this region after the rule of the Gurjara Pratiharas. all was not well with the peasantry in spite of all the help 

and reforms rendered by some rulers of this period. During the Sultanate rule a major portion of the produce of 

the cultivator went to the state in the form of land revenue and other taxes. Only a meager amount was left to him. 

An average peasant was over-burdened with debts taken from the local money lenders. On the whole, the lot of a 

peasant or a cultivator was really miserable in Haryana region also. The farmers and the revenue officials, who 

held land for the maintenance of the troops under their command came into existence and became powerful. Thus, 

the Jagirdari system came into existence, which exploited the cultivators. It was during this period that the terms 

for officials use related to agriculture, like Mukkaddam, Chaudhary, Talukdar, Zamindar, Malguzari, Patwari, 

Kanungo, Isara, Muzzaira, Pattedar etc. came into use and are still prevalent.As Haryana was largely agri based 

region, the artisans and craftsman maintained only the traditional and hereditary skills. They were not suited for 

large scale productions and the scope of the industry largely depended upon the nature of its organization itself. 

As per the book of A L Basham, 1954, The Wonder that was India an account of  large number of artisans working 

together in a particular concern and centralized production houses. It has been a common village craft since ages 

for both genders. Some types of ropes were used in agriculture works, some in cattle rearing, some in day to day 

water pulling works and other similar irrigation related jobs at field. Strings were also made for cots and household 

articles. Tying cows, buffaloes and oxes with ropes round their necks and noses helped the villagers in animal 

rearing, tying leg of cows by string was done to enable milking. Heop, Muhja, kusa, animal hair, rags, and paddy 

straw all were utilized in the rope making works.  

Though not much evidences of presence traders and trade activities are available for the period, but early 

inscriptions from Pehowa’s Garibnath temple, (harsha samvat 278, 882 AD) points out Pehowa to be important 

trade center. References of mutual agreements among some pious traders, taxes, customary proceeds of which 

were to be distributed to the temples or priests reflect the prevalent trade practices in the region. Under the regin 

of Partiharas, Horse fairs, wherein the horse dealers from different parts of country gathered annually to sale -

purchase the best breeds of horses all around the country.  

Discovery of sculptures, using black stone from Kashmir or other hilly areas, Marble pieces from 

Rajasthan show trade ties from the neighboring regions. These activities pave light to the prevalent imports of the 

region during the period of study. The paucity of actual coins and coin-molds hits towards shrinkage of trade 
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during the period of 700-900 AD. Though some types of coins as Indo-Sassanian, Shri Adivaraha, Horsemen etc 

emerged in North western region of Ganga valley , but could not penetrate the overall economy of the region.  

Based upon the limited epigraphic evidences post Mauryan empire, Binjore, Sirae, Hansi, Thanesar and 

Gurgaon can be termed as the chief administrative units of Dellika (Delhi), the Capital. Fortification and local 

administration of these towns were undertaken by central Authority’s appointed officers or locals with feudatory 

status.  

As per Dr Sharma,  Indian Feudalism, administrative structure of Paratihara was marked by a new 

development in economy namely feudalization of trade and commerce. The same was also iterated in the early 

inscriptions of Mihirabhioja citing, thirty six horse dealers who assembled from different parts of the country at 

Pehowa and carter horse/mule etc to temples for 2 Drammas each. Customs over the deals were paid to the 

temples, as token to be transferred to the Gods under the royal pressure. Thus this inscription proves the transfers 

of royal incomes from trade and commerce to the religious beneficiaries in Haryana region during the study period. 
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